A Pair of Program-Compatible Personal
Programmable Calculators
One is a small, portable printing calculator and the other
is a hand-held version without a printer. Both versions
feature a "smart" magnetic card reader, and each can
run the other's programs.
by Peter 0. Dickinson and William E. Egbert

TWO POWERFUL NEW fully programmable per
sonal calculators in the tradition of the HP-65
(the first fully programmable pocket-sized scientific
calculator)1 are the pocket-sized HP-67, Fig. 1, and
the HP-97, Fig. 2, a briefcase-portable calculator that
has a built-in thermal printer, a buffered keyboard,
and a large easy-to-read display. Both new calculators
can read and record programs on magnetic cards
using their built-in firmware-controlled magnetic
card reader/recorders.
A novel feature of these two new calculators is that
they have exactly the same programmable instruction
set. Even the instructions that are used to control the
thermal printer on the HP-97 can be programmed on
the HP-67 and are interpreted as meaningful display
commands when executed by the HP-67. Programs
stored on magnetic cards are written in a code that can
be properly interpreted by either an HP-67 or an
HP-97. Programs written on either machine can be
run on the other with appropriate key codes dis
played (see Fig. 3).

major limitation on speed. After several alternatives
were considered, the low-cost, moderate-speed micro
processor used in the HP-91 and the HP-21/22/25
series2 was chosen; it yields a system speed roughly
equivalent to that of the HP-65.
After examination of hundreds of HP-65 application
programs it was decided that data memory should be
easy to address and efficient to use, since 17. 3% of the
operations in a typical program were found to be data
Cover: The HP-97 and the
HP-67 are fully programmable
portable calculators that can
run each other's programs.
The HP-97 has a built-in
thermal printer. The HP-67
and HP-97 are described in
the article on page 2. The
printer and the HP-9 1 Calcula
tor that was the first to use it are described in the
article on page 9.

Design Philosophy

The basic design goal of the HP-67 and HP-97 de
velopment was to provide moderately priced comput
ing tools capable of easily solving real-world prob
lems. To achieve this goal, previous HP calculators
were analyzed for possible improvement. The suc
cessful HP-65 contained many innovative features,
including its magnetic card reader. Other features
that have been well received by users include fully
merged key codes, engineering notation, and a pause
function. A selection of the best features of the HP
calculator line can be found in the instruction set of
the HP-67 and HP-97.
Speed and memory capacity were also considered
during the design of the HP-67 and HP-97. Portable
operation was desired, so battery capacity placed a
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Fig. 1. HP-67 is the fully programmable successor to the
HP-65. Besides having more computing power than its
predecessor, it is program-compatible with the HP-97 shown
in Fig. 2.

store and recall operations. It was also felt that a
balance should be provided between program mem
ory and data memory. The HP-67 and HP-97 have a
program memory consisting of 224 fully merged

program steps and a data memory consisting of 26
data storage registers. Fig. 4 shows the register struc
ture of the HP-67 and HP-97.
A final design goal was to provide useful new fea
tures within the framework of an RPN (reverse Polish
notation) logic system. Some of these features include
a "smart" card reader, data read and write capability,
program merging, a round function, an improved
pause, and several types of indirect addressing.
All HP-67 and HP-97 programmable features are
implemented as microprogrammed firmware for the
built-in microprocessor. Since these microprograms
form the basic structure of the calculators, a great deal
of effort went into producing efficient debugged
code. To aid in program development, a cross assem
bler and a sophisticated simulator/debug system were
developed for use on an HP 2100 minicomputer.
Final firmware was implemented in maskprogrammable read-only memories. It was quickly
recognized that a significant cost reduction for the
HP-67 compared to the HP-65 would require im
proved packaging of the logic circuits. The multichip
hybrid and multilayer printed circuit board that made
the HP-65 possible was an expensive solution, so a
new chip was developed that combined 1024 10-bit
words of ROM with 16 56-bit registers on a single
chip. This chip was designed to be packaged in an
8-pin plastic package, allowing all the HP-67 logic to
be assembled in discrete packages on a conventional
two-sided printed circuit board. Fig. 5 shows a com
parison of the HP-65 and HP-67 logic boards.

Fig. 2. HP-97 is a fully-pro
grammable printing calculator
that fits in a standard attache
case. It weighs only 1.13 kg in
cluding battery pack.
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Fig. 3. HP-67 and HP-97 programs are exactly the same, but
some operations are prefixed in the HP-67 and not in the
HP-97. Programs recorded on magnetic cards are automati
cally loaded correctly for the calculator being used.

Improved production techniques were also studied
as a means of improving manufacturing efficiency
and reducing cost. One of the most significant new
tools developed for the HP-67 and HP-97 is an au
tomatic on-board 1C tester designed to speed up pro
duction testing and service. The programming capa
bility of the HP-67 and HP-97 made it possible to write
self-testing diagnostic programs to aid in the produc
tion process.

RoL

Fig. 4. The HP-67 and HP-97 have a four-register operational
stack and a register that retains the last number in the X-register, which is the display register. There are 26 addressable
data storage registers, including the l-register, that can be
used can indirect control. Protected secondary registers can
not be accessed directly with sm and RCL keys. These regis
ters are used most often for statistical functions and program
ming, but they can be accessed from the keyboard using the
p^s key.

New Features

Program memory in an HP-67 or HP-97 is com
posed of 224 8-bit steps. Programs are stored in the 32
56-bit registers contained on two of the new data/
ROM chips. To increase programming efficiency all
programmable operations are stored as single 8-bit
instructions. Since eight bits only allow 256 different
operations, a new form of display formatting and
segmented data storage were used to achieve a fully
merged instruction set. The HP-67 and HP-97 use 250
of the 256 possible instructions.
Among the new features of the instruction set is a
round function, which rounds the internal represen
tation of a number to correspond with the number
shown in the display. This allows rounding to a
specified number of digits after the decimal point, or
rounding to a number of significant digits, depending
on the type of display format chosen. The round fea
ture is particularly useful in financial programs to
assure that dollars and cents are properly rounded
during chain calculations.
An improved pause function allows the keyboard
to become active during a pause. Data can be entered,
functions executed and magnetic cards can be read
during a pause, after which the program will automat
ically resume execution.

Program merging permits the user to add to or alter
a program that is already in the calculator. The user
specifies the last step of the current program to be
preserved, presses f MERGE (HP-97), and loads a card
containing the new program. The new program then
replaces the current program starting with the step
after the one specified.
An assortment of indexed and indirectly addressed
operations provide computing power, interest, and
challenge for the sophisticated programmer. Besides
indirect store and recall of data, other indirect fea
tures include an indirect GO TO instruction, a form of
indexed relative addressing, and indirect control of
display formatting. To aid in editing, the HP-67 and
HP-97 can go to any line number while in either run or
program mode.
Other new features include three-level subroutine
nesting, ten user-definable functions, advanced
statistical functions, and 14 conditional branching
instructions.
The thermal printer of the HP-97 can print pro
grams, registers, the entire stack, or just the dis
play register. A program can also be traced using the
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Fig. 5. A new combined ROM and data-storage chip makes
it possible to put all the HP-67 logic in discrete packages on a
conventional two-sided printed circuit board. Here the HP-67
logic board is compared with the HP-65 logic board.

printer, with operations and intermediate results
printed out step by step to simplify program debug
ging. The printer itself is the same as that in the HP-91
Calculator (see article, page 9).
l-Register for Indirect Control

Indirect operations are implemented using the
I-register. The number in this register can be altered
using the operations STO I, f xÂ±^l, f ISZ I, and
f DSZ I on the HP-97, or the equivalent key sequences
on the HP-67. The last two operations increment or
decrement the number in the I-register by one and
skip an instruction if the number left in the I-regis
ter is zero.
The value contained in the I-register can also be
used to control other operations. The (i) (indirect]
function combined with certain other functions al
lows the user to control those functions using the
current number in the I-register. (Â¡) uses the number
stored in the I-register as an address.
The indirect HP-97 operations that can be con
trolled by the I-register are:
DSP (i), when the number in the I-register is 0 through
9, changes display formatting so that the number in
the display contains the number of decimal places
specified by the current number in the I-register.
STO (i), when the number in the I-register is 0 through
25, stores the value that is in the display in the pri
mary or secondary storage register addressed by the
current number in the I-register.
RCL (i), when the number in the I-register is 0 through
25, recalls the contents of the primary or secondary
storage register addressed by the current number in
the I-register.
STO + (Â¡), STO - (i), STO x (Â¡), STO -=- (Â¡), when the

number in the I-register is 0 through 25, performs
storage register arithmetic upon the contents of the
primary or secondary storage register addressed by
the current number in the I-register.
f ISZ (i), when the number in the I-register is 0
through 25, increments (adds 1 to) the contents of
the primary or secondary storage register addressed
by the current number in the I-register. In a running
program, one step is skipped if the contents of the
addressed register are then zero,
f DSZ (i), when the number in the I-register is 0
through 25, decrements (subtracts 1 from) the con
tents of the primary or secondary storage register
addressed by the current number in the I-register.
In a running program, one step is skipped if the con
tents of the addressed register are then zero.
GTO (Â¡), when the number in the I-register is 0 or a
positive 1 through 19, transfers execution of a
running program sequentially downward through
program memory to the next label specified by the
current number in the I-register. Labels A-E and a-e
are treated as 10-19 for indirect branching.
GTO (i), when the number in the I-register is a nega
tive number between -1 and -999, transfers execu
tion of a running program back in program memory
the number of steps specified by the current nega
tive number in the I-register. This can be used to
branch rapidly to any step number of program memory.
GSB (i), when the number in the I-register is 0 through
19, transfers execution of a running program to the
subroutine specified by the current number in the
I-register. Like a normal subroutine, when a RTN is
encountered, execution transfers forward and con
tinues with the step following the GSB (i) instruction.
GSB (i), when the number in the I-register is a nega
tive number between -1 and -999, transfers execu
tion of a running program back in program memory
the number of steps specified by the current negative
number in the I-register. Operation is then like a nor
mal subroutine.
If the number in the I-register is outside the speci
fied limits when the calculator attempts to execute
one of these operations, the display will show Error.
When using the (i) function, the calculator uses for an
address only the integer portion of the number cur
rently stored in the I-register. Thus, 25.99998785
stored in the I-register retains its full value there, but
when used as address (i), it is read as 25 by the calculator.
Fig. 6 is an example of a program that uses the in
direct GO TO and indirect store and recall of data. This
program, "Follow Me," converts the HP-97 into a
learn-mode four-function calculator with percent key
and automatic constant.
Intelligent Card Reader

Among the important features of the HP-67 and
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function allows two programs on separate cards to be
merged together in program memory to form a single
unit. Either data or program cards can be placed in the
reader while a program is running and read automati
cally under program control. This allows up to 112
additional program steps or selected data registers to
be read into the calculator and acted upon without
user intervention.
To help reduce programming overhead the status of
the calculator is normally initialized automatically
when a program card is read. Display format,
trigonometric mode, and user flags are set to the state
they were in when the card was recorded.
The HP-67 and HP-97 use the card reader de
veloped for the HP-65. Although one of the more
interesting challenges was adapting the card reader to
the new desk-top package, thfc basic mechanical de
sign and two-track recording scheme that have previ
ously been described remained unchanged.1'3 In
the HP-65 , however, the control of the card reader was
accomplished in an entirely different fashion. The
microprocessor was effectively bypassed during read
and write operations and programs were transferred
directly between the card reader and the program
memory via the interface circuit. The smart card
reader in the HP-67 and HP-97 is made possible by the
new way that the card reader interacts with the mi
croprocessor under firmware control.
Fig. 7 shows the system organization of the HP-67.
When a card is inserted into the card reader the motor
switch is activated, setting an input flag on the card
reader controller (CRC). The microprocessor, when it
is not otherwise busy, interrogates the CRC via the Is
line to see if a card is present. The CRC sends a pulse
back to the arithmetic, control, and timing circuit
(ACT) on the FLG line, indicating the presence of the
card. If the PRGM/RUN swich is in the RUN position and
the write data function has not been called for, the
firmware sends an instruction to the CRC indicating
that a read operation is about to take place and then
instructs the CRC to set an output flag that turns on
the motor by enabling the motor drive circuit on the
read/write chip. As the motor drives the card over the
head, flux reversals in the magnetic medium are
sensed by the head, amplified and converted to logic
levels by the read/write chip, and passed on to
the CRC.
The CRC loads the bits into a pair of 28-bit buffers.
When one buffer is filled the CRC switches over to the
other buffer and signals the ACT that data is ready to
be transferred to it via the DATA line. There are 952
bits on each side of the card, and the card cannot stop
and wait for the microprocessor to be ready. There
fore, once the bits start coming in, the ACT must
receive, process, and store the contents of one 28-bit
buffer in not more than the time it takes to load the

Fig. 6. A typical HP-97 program illustrating theuse of indirect
data storage and recall and the indirect GO TO operation. This
program converts the HP-97 into a learn-mode four-function
calculator.

HP-97 is the "smart" firmware-controlled card
reader. In the HP-65 a program was either recorded on
or read from a single side of the card. The HP-67 and
HP-97, however, allow both program and data cards
to have either one or two sides of meaningful informa
tion. The smart card reader allows either side of a
two-sided card to be read first and properly stored. If
the other side of a card must be read, the display
shows Crd to prompt the user. Data and programs from
cards are automatically recognized and stored in their
proper locations in the calculator. A special merge
6
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had to be designed taking worst-case values into ac
count, so a card recorded on a calculator with a slow
card reader and a fast clock can be read on a calculator
with a fast card reader and a slow clock without any
bits being lost. This meant that the microprogrammer
had to assure that each record could be processed in
something less than 84 instruction times.
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Fig. 7. System organization of the HP-67. The card reader
is controlled by the microprocessor so its operation is natural
and foolproof.

other 28-bit buffer, so that no bits are lost.
The card passes through the card reader at a nomi
nal 6 centimeters per second. Since the recorded
density is slightly greater than 160 bits per cm, the
bits must be accepted at approximately a 1-kHz rate.
But the microprocessor is capable of executing only
approximately three microinstructions in the one
millisecond between bits. With the CRC buffering the
incoming bit stream, however, the microprocessor
need only concern itself with the card reader every 28
milliseconds, on the average. It therefore has approx
imately 3 x 28 = 84 instruction times to process each
28-bit record.
The requirement that cards recorded on any HP-67
or HP-97 be readable on any other HP-67 or HP-97
made for additional considerations. First, the card
reader speed can vary Â±5% of nominal from one cal
culator to another. Second, the clock rate controlling
the microinstruction execution rate can vary Â±5% of
nominal from one calculator to another. The firmware

Fig. 8 is a photograph of a magnetic program card
with the recorded information made visible. The first
28-bit record on the card is the header, which carries
machine status information if the card is a program
card. It must be decoded for one of six card types:
â€¢ One-sided program
â€¢ First side of two-sided program
â€¢ Second side of two-sided program
â€¢ One-sided data file
â€¢ First side of two-sided data file
â€¢ Second side of two-sided data file.
The decoding of the header determines where the
remainder of the information on the card should be
stored and whether or not the user should be prompt
ed to turn the card around and read it again by dis
playing the message Crd.
The next thirty- two 28-bit records are either 112
program steps (3V2 program steps per record) or 16
data registers (Vz data register per record). Since the
program and data storage memories are actually iden
tical groups of 56-bit shift registers, records must be
packed, two per register, prior to storing. The pro
cess of storing each record also includes adding it to a
running sum of all the previously read records to form
a checksum. This computed checksum is compared to
the recorded checksum, which is the last record on
the card, to see whether any errors occurred in the
reading process. If an error did occur the firmware
clears memory and notifies the user by displaying
Error.
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Side 2

Fig. 8. A typical two-sided program card with the magnetic
information made visible. The header tells the firmware
what kind of card it is and carries machine status information.
Following the header are either 1 12 program steps or 16 data
registers. The last record on the card is a checksum.

Writing a card is fundamentally the same process in
reverse. Writing is attempted if a card is inserted into
the card reader with the PRGM/RUN switch in the PRGM
position or if a write data command has been issued
either from the keyboard or by the program in the RUN
mode. When the card reaches the head, the head
switch is activated. If the corner of the card has not
been clipped to protect the card, the write protect
switch will also be activitated and writing will com
mence. The firmware generates and transfers to the
CRC the 28-bit header record for clocking out onto the
card via the read/write chip. Then the appropriate
program or data registers are retrieved, unpacked,
and transmitted to the CRC. Each record, as it is pro
cessed, is added to the checksum, which is then re
corded as the last record. If an attempt is made to write
on a file-protected card, an error flag is sent from the
CRC to the ACT, the firmware generates an Error dis
play, and the card is passed without modification.
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